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bardys of london
Posted by bardichev - 04 Feb 2010 01:21
_____________________________________

Welcome all Great Warriors of the UK

Here is your kretchmer

Gabbeh

Sir Gibor

Gabbeh Shaieni

Habaletaher

Lchaim!!

========================================================================
====

Re: bardys of london
Posted by Yosef Hatzadik - 22 Apr 2010 23:38
_____________________________________

DovInIsrael wrote on 22 Apr 2010 23:24:

perhaps they should consider renaming Reyka - to GYE-ka.

and get on the bandwagon.
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Does the Geicko gecko drink GYE-ka?

========================================================================
====

Re: bardys of london
Posted by Chazak Amenu - 05 May 2010 13:56
_____________________________________

I just have to say one thing. HARRY POTTER!!!! just needed to do that! whenever i think of
london or England i think of rain and Harry Potter (which i really like, one of my favorite series of
all time! top 3 as a matter of fact).

========================================================================
====

Re: bardys of london
Posted by bardichev - 12 May 2010 05:17
_____________________________________

Lchaim to david cameron. Gordon farewell

========================================================================
====

Re: bardys of london
Posted by Yosef Hatzadik - 27 May 2010 20:28
_____________________________________

Pardon?

Do ship overseas?

May I request some gin or cider? Yeh, Ice col' cider...
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can you ship it via courier? I don't like them postmen.

I am from way out in the former break-away colonies. Now known as the United States of NY.

========================================================================
====

Re: bardys of london
Posted by Yosef Hatzadik - 27 May 2010 20:31
_____________________________________

can someone please post the phonics of how to pronounce "l'chaim" with a British accent?

========================================================================
====

Re: bardys of london
Posted by bardichev - 27 May 2010 20:35
_____________________________________

welcome jamie

bahh-keeep

pouuh the genttle man a glass of scotch!!

========================================================================
====

Re: bardys of london
Posted by jamies - 27 May 2010 20:35
_____________________________________

i dno how to do rthat mate but im saying it right now if you listen very carefully!!1

it sounds something like: lerchhayim.
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never knew there was somethink here for lodeners.. good to be home...im guessing all from
golders/hendon??

========================================================================
====

Re: bardys of london
Posted by jamies - 27 May 2010 20:37
_____________________________________

why thankyou sir, im a fan of smokey whisky, preferably laphroig?

========================================================================
====

Re: bardys of london
Posted by bardichev - 27 May 2010 20:42
_____________________________________

http://popsop.com/wp-content/uploads/laphroaig-25-year-old-single-malt-scotch-whisky.jpg

now keep your lips pursed and say li-chaim

========================================================================
====

Re: bardys of london
Posted by Yosef Hatzadik - 27 May 2010 20:43
_____________________________________

jamie wrote on 27 May 2010 20:35:

I'm guessing all from golders/hendon??
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Have you gotten a grudge against the rest of the 'Jewel on the Thames'?

Forget the British Airways London Eye, just keep the GYE London Eye in good shape!

P.S. If there is a Fair Lady on London Bridge trying to entice us, I am perfectly happy to have it
all fall down!

========================================================================
====

Re: bardys of london
Posted by bardichev - 27 May 2010 20:45
_____________________________________

hey i could have done all the

touristy things

like big ben

a ride on the thames

bauckingham
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lets go off the beaten path

like leeds liverpool

prestwich

give him another laphroig  while i hand the american yankee yosef a can of budweiser

========================================================================
====

Re: bardys of london
Posted by Yosef Hatzadik - 27 May 2010 20:48
_____________________________________

jamie wrote on 27 May 2010 20:37:

why thankyou sir, im a fan of smokey whisky, preferably laphroig?

 
bardichev wrote on 27 May 2010 20:42:

http://popsop.com/wp-content/uploads/laphroaig-25-year-old-single-malt-scotch-whisky.jpg

now keep your lips pursed and say li-chaim

 

WOW!
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The Bard-tender is quick!

5 minutes & 28 seconds from when the order came in till the bottle was delivered.

You are well stocked!!!

========================================================================
====

Re: bardys of london
Posted by Yosef Hatzadik - 27 May 2010 20:50
_____________________________________

bardichev wrote on 27 May 2010 20:45:

lets go off the beaten path

 
have you been to the old Beis Hachaim in York.

(The original York, not New York)

((BTW, there is a place in the UK called New York too! But New England is in the Northeast
USA))

========================================================================
====

Re: bardys of london
Posted by bardichev - 27 May 2010 20:53
_____________________________________

Yosef be polite we are in london now
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things move a tad slowah and we are more propah

so calm down your new york engine

besides do you know what a feat it is to come by a bottle of laphroig 25

fidllesticks now sit down and stop being naughty!

========================================================================
====

Re: bardys of london
Posted by Yosef Hatzadik - 27 May 2010 20:57
_____________________________________

OK

Sorry, now.

========================================================================
====
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